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Robin Johnson 

US Environmental Protection Agency 

Office of Ecosystem Protection 

Municipal Permits Branch 

5 Post Office Square 

Suite 100 (OEP6-01) 

Boston, MA 02109 

 

Claire Golden 

MA Department of Environmental Protection 

Division of Watershed Management 

205B Lowell Street 

Wilmington, MA 01887 

 

Re: Draft NPDES Permit No. MA0100404 for MWRA-Clinton Wastewater Treatment 

Plant and accompanying fact sheets 

Dear Ms. Johnson; Ms. Golden: 

The Wastewater Advisory Committee to the MWRA has reviewed the draft Clinton WWTP 

NPDES permit and the fact sheets and appendices issued Sept. 18 of this year. 

WAC is a citizens’ advisory committee. We provide an independent forum for discussion of 

wastewater issues and consider environmental, safety, cost and technical issues in our 

discussions. With these considerations WAC makes the following comments: 

1. Including Clinton and Lancaster as co-permittees.  

WAC shares the EPA’s concern that municipalities that discharge to MWRA control inflow and 

infiltration (I/I) to maximize the effectiveness of the current sewer infrastructure and prevent 

sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs). We recall that in the 2000 Clinton permit, the two towns, 

Clinton and Lancaster, were added as co-permittees, as the MWRA did not want to be 

responsible for the towns’ infrastructure.  

As EPA notes in its appendices, co-permitting the two towns did not produce the results EPA 

had hoped for. 

WAC has some concerns about adding further requirements through the MWRA-Clinton permit 

to the co-permittee. In fact, WAC sees the primary motivation shared by other MWRA 

communities—setting sewer fees with a formula that includes volume of flow—is lacking in 

Clinton (Lancaster contributes between 8-10% of flow). Because of the MWRA’s unique history, 

and the need to keep the water supply clean, the Authority now must treat Clinton’s sewage, 

even at a loss, regardless of their flow.  
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By contrast, MWRA has a successful cooperative agreement—finalized in 2001 with the consent 

of EPA—with the cities and towns that send wastewater to the Deer Island plant. Because these 

communities’ sewer rates are determined using flow as a factor, and because the Authority both 

funds and provides technical assistance for I/I removal, the amount of flow at Deer Island 

continues to drop, despite growth in these municipalities. 

Instead of naming Lancaster and Clinton in the Clinton permit, WAC would prefer incentives put 

in place that will result in a similarly cooperative relationship between MWRA and the 

municipalities. 

Adding such incentives (e.g. a sewage rate based at least partially on flow) appears to be in the 

hands of the State Legislature, which created the situation in which MWRA finds itself with 

regards to this POTW. Legislation is regrettably outside of the immediate control of EPA, DEP 

or the Authority.  

Luckily for the Nashua River, the Clinton POTW is capable of treating 6MGD, an amount well 

above the highest average monthly flow into the plant (approx. 3.1MGD). Except in 

extraordinary flooding situations, the river is spared the ill effects of SSOs or effluent that has 

only primary treatment.  

WAC shares EPA’s concern about I/I, however we would prefer any action by the EPA to reduce 

I/I in the Lancaster and Clinton collection systems be independent and not be part of the MWRA 

NPDES permit. If the municipalities are included, the permit should be clear that each party is 

only responsible for the pipes they control—should a penalty be assessed, it should go only to 

the body that incurred the violation, not to all of the co-permittees. 

2. Responsibilities outlined in the draft permit 

WAC is also concerned that the draft permit may open the MWRA up to liability for pipes over 

which it has no control. How is the MWRA to reduce I/I coming from the municipal pipes or 

private laterals? What legal authority can it exercise?  

The Operations and Maintenance section of the permit also raises questions about which entity 

shall plan for and maintain which sections of the system. MWRA should only be held 

accountable for its system, while the co-permittees should have responsibility for the pipes and 

other elements they own.  Direct regulation from EPA of the municipalities outside of the 

NPDES permit—as has been done in other parts of Region 1—would be preferable to inserting 

MWRA as an enforcing agent, when this is not its function. 

Further, while WAC advocates for preventive maintenance, adequate allocations for repairs and 

proper operations, we realize that small towns may not have many resources. Some of the 

deadlines for plans and implementation seem overly ambitious, and could lead to bad decisions 

and inefficiencies. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft permit. 

Sincerely, 

 

Stephen Greene  

Chairman,  

Wastewater Advisory Committee to the MWRA 

 


